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NEW TELEMETRY HARDWARE FOR THE DEEP SPACE
NETWORK TELEMETRY PROCESSOR SYSTEM

Amit Puri, Siragan Ozkan, Peter Schaefer, Bob Anderson, Mike Williams
Avtec Systems, Inc.

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the new Telemetry Processor Hardware (TPH) that Avtec Systems has developed
for the Deep Space Network (DSN) Telemetry Processor (TLP) system. Avtec is providing the
Telemetry Processor Hardware to RTLogic! for integration into the Telemetry Processor system.

The Deep Space Network (DSN) is an international network of antennas that supports interplanetary
spacecraft missions for exploration of the solar system and the universe. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory
manages the DSN for NASA.  The TLP system provides the capability to acquire, process, decode and
distribute deep space probe and Earth orbiter telemetry data.  The new TLP systems will be deployed at
each of the three deep-space communications facilities placed approximately 120 degrees apart around
the world: at Goldstone, California; near Madrid, Spain; and near Canberra, Australia.

The Telemetry Processor Hardware (TPH) supports both CCSDS and TDM telemetry data formats.  The
TPH performs the following processing steps: soft-symbol input selection and measurement;
convolutional decoding; routing to external decoders; time tagging; frame synchronization; de-
randomization; and Reed-Solomon decoding.  The TPH consists of a VME Viterbi Decoder/MCD III
Interface board (VM-7001) and a PCI-mezzanine Frame Synchronizer/Reed-Solomon Decoder (PMC-
6130-J) board.

The new Telemetry Processor Hardware is implemented using the latest Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA) technology to provide the density and speed to meet the current requirements as well as the
flexibility to accommodate processing enhancements in the future.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the new Telemetry Processor Hardware (TPH) that Avtec Systems, Inc. has
developed for the Deep Space Network (DSN) Telemetry Processor (TLP) system. The Deep Space



Network is an international network of antennas that supports interplanetary spacecraft missions for
exploration of the solar system and the universe. The TLP system provides the capability to acquire,
process, decode, and distribute deep space probes and Earth orbiter telemetry data.

The new TLP systems will be deployed at each of the three Deep-Space Communications Complexes
(DSCCs). These facilities are located at Goldstone, California; near Madrid, Spain; and near Canberra,
Australia. Each DSCC site consists of multiple deep space stations with large parabolic reflector
antennas and ultra-sensitive receiving systems. The locations of these communications facilities allow
the DSN to observe spacecraft on a continuous basis, thus making DSN the most sensitive scientific
telecommunications system in the world. The DSCCs are placed approximately 120 degrees apart
around the world to compensate for the Earth’s rotation. The 120 degrees separation in longitude
provides each DSCC with an 8 to 14 hour view of the spacecraft from their respective locations. This
provides sufficient overlap between locations to allow transferring contact with a particular spacecraft
from one complex to the next.

Combining the signals from multiple antennas is called “arraying”. This arraying technique allows more
of the spacecraft’s signal to be captured, thereby enabling higher data rates. Arraying, used in
conjunction with data encoding in the communications link, increases the amount of data that can be
received from a spacecraft. Very high-resolution time tagging (on the order of 100-nsec) is required to
ensure that the data from different antennas is correctly combined.

The TPH provided by Avtec Systems, Inc. supports both CCSDS and TDM telemetry data formats. The
TPH performs the following processing steps: soft-symbol input selection and measurement;
convolutional decoding; routing to external decoders; time tagging; frame synchronization; de-
randomization; and Reed-Solomon decoding. The TPH consists of a VME Viterbi Decoder/MCD III
Interface board (VM-7001) and a PCI-mezzanine Frame Synchronizer/Reed-Solomon Decoder (PMC-
6130-J) board.

The VM-7001 Viterbi Decoder/MCD III Interface card is a single-slot 6U VME card that accepts 8-bit
differential soft symbol inputs, performs input selection, routes symbol data to internal or external
decoders, and outputs decoded bit data and clock to the PMC-6130-J Frame Synchronizer/Reed-
Solomon Decoder.

The PMC-6130-J is an enhanced version of Avtec’s commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) PMC-6130
RSDEC Frame Synchronizer/Reed-Solomon Decoder PCI-mezzanine card. The PMC-6130-J accepts bit
data and clock inputs and performs time tagging, frame synchronization, de-randomization, and Reed-
Solomon decoding. Key features of the PMC-6130-J include:

• Time tagging with 100-nsec resolution with hardware correction for propagation delays, data rate
dependent decoder delays, and data rate variations due to Doppler shift.

• Frame synchronizer support for out-of-sync data forwarding, forward/reverse and inverted sync
pattern detection, and dual frame length detection.

• Acquisition of 8-bit soft-symbol data from the VM-7001 when internal decoding functions are
bypassed.



DSN TLP OVERVIEW

A simplified block diagram of the new JPL-DTT ground station configuration is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Downlink Tracking & Telemetry (DTT) Subsystem Configuration

The Receiving and Ranging Processor (RRP) receives a modulated Intermediate Frequency (IF) input
from the antenna and outputs soft symbols and clock to the Telemetry Processor (TLP). The TLP
performs input selection and measurement; convolutional decoding; routing to external decoders; time-
tagging; frame synchronization; Reed-Solomon decoding; and output formatting. The reconstituted
telemetry frames are then output to users according to various selection criteria including Virtual
Channel Identifier (VCID). The telemetry stream can also be transferred to a JPL data repository for
archive.

The TLP is separated into three main portions, as shown in Figure 2. These include the Telemetry
Processor Controller (TPC), the Telemetry Processor Hardware (TPH) and the JPL Formatter Board
(TPF). Avtec is providing the TPH portion of the TLP for integration into the TLP by RTLogic!.
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Figure 2: DSN TLP Components

TELEMETRY PROCESSOR HARDWARE

The signal flow through the Telemetry Processor Hardware is shown in Figure 3.  The VM-7001 Viterbi
Decoder/MCD III Interface and the PMC-6130-J Frame Synchronizer/Reed-Solomon Decoder use
industry standard PCI and VME busses for high-speed data transfer.  No proprietary backplane or busses
are used.
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Figure 3: Telemetry Processor Data Flow



VM-7001 VITERBI DECODER/MCD III INTERFACE OPERATION

The VM-7001 accepts 8-bit differential soft symbol data and clock from 3 external sources at rates from
4 Symbols/sec up to 26.5 Msymbols/sec.  These sources are input via a BVR Interface, AUX Interface,
or SIM Interface, all of which are Front-panel DB-25 connectors. The board also accepts 10 MHz and 1
PPS time reference signals via the VME P2 connector.

The VM-7001 routes the soft symbol data and clock from the selected input to the MCD III Interface, to
the onboard Viterbi Decoder (Qualcomm Q1900), or to hard bit decision logic (for unencoded data).
The VM-7001 outputs the 8-bit soft symbol data and clock to the MCD III at up to 26.5 Msymbols/sec
and receives back decoded bit, clock, and node sync change signals.  All of the signal interfaces with the
MCD III are differential. The VM-7001 will also provide a second MCD III style interface for use with
a Turbo Decoder in the future.  For onboard decoding, the VM-7001 maps the first five bits of 8-bit soft
symbols to 3-bit symbols for input to the onboard Viterbi decoder.  The VM-7001 outputs decoded bit
data to the VM-6130-J Frame Synchronizer/Reed-Solomon Decoder.  The VM-7001 can also bypass the
Viterbi Decoder and MCD III and directly output soft symbol data to the PMC-6130-J. The outputs to
the PMC-6130-J operate at rates from 2 bps to 13.25 Mbps.
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Figure 4: VM-7001 Viterbi Decoder/MCD III Interface Block Diagram

A block diagram of the VM-7001 is shown in Figure 4. The major components are the Qualcomm
Q1900 Viterbi Decoder, the Xilinx FPGA, Soft-symbol Map EEPROM, the VME slave interface, the
simulation data FIFO, and the drivers/receivers for the external interfaces.  The Xilinx FPGA contains
logic to perform data routing, symbol rate measurement, symbol error accumulation for node sync
control, node sync change count, bit SNR estimation, symbol map EEPROM programming and access,
and simulation FIFO control.



The Qualcomm Q1900 internal Viterbi Decoder supports the Rate ½, constraint length K=7
convolutional code.  It determines the state of the 7-bit memory at the encoder using a maximum
likelihood technique.  The Q1900 provides 5.2 dB of decoding gain when operated with 3-bit soft
decision inputs.  The Q1900 provides the capability to initiate node synchronization (and phase
ambiguity resolution) changes via an external off-board controller and automatically, by the protocols
embedded into the decoder integrated circuit.  The on-chip option is based on the Metric Normalization
Rate.  The Q1900 provides a measure of the symbol error rate by comparing the re-encoded bit stream
with a delayed version of the received symbol stream. It also supports differential decoding (NRZ-M/S
to NRZ-L). The VM-7001 control logic also provides an automatic node sync change based on Symbol
Error Rate.   The VM-7001 control logic provides a count of node sync changes.  The VM-7001 control
logic also provides a decoder in-lock/out-of-lock status based on the frequency of node sync changes
relative to the telemetry frame rate.

The VM-7001 board also provides for built-in testing capabilities via two paths.  The first path consists
of a rate ½ convolutional encoder that generates coded symbols to test the Viterbi decoder.  The output
is compared with a delayed version of the pre-encoded stream to check for proper operation.  The
second test path consists of a 64K byte FIFO buffer located on the PMC-6130-J which is accessed via
the PCI bus.  The Telemetry Processor Controller (TPC) writes eight bit soft-symbol data to the FIFO.
The VM-7001 reads the soft symbol data from the PMC-6130-J onboard FIFO via the PCI bus and
propagates it through the processing chain in the same manner as for external soft-symbol data.  This
provides built-in test capability for the internal Viterbi decoder, the MCDIII Interface, and the VM-7001
to PMC-6130-J interface.

PMC-6130-J FRAME SYNC/REED-SOLOMON DECODER OPERATION

After processing by the VM-7001 internal Viterbi Decoder or the MCD Block III, the data is passed to
the PMC-6130-J Frame Synchronizer/Reed-Solomon Decoder PCI-mezzanine Card (PMC).  The PMC-
6130-J is mounted on a RTLogic! provided TPC PowerPC board.  The PMC-6130-J accepts data at rates
up to 25 Mbps via a 50-pin SCSI style front-panel connector. The PMC-6130-J performs the frame
synchronization and decoding functions and then transfers data with annotation via the PCI bus to TPC
memory for processing. The TPC then controls the transfer of data blocks to the JPL provided Formatter
(TPF).

The PMC-6130-J operates in two modes: soft symbol acquisition mode and transfer frame acquisition
mode. In soft symbol acquisition mode, the PMC-6130-J receives the soft symbol data from the VM-
7001 (Viterbi Decoder and MCDIII bypassed).  The PMC-6130-J time tags the buffers of raw symbol
data and transfers them over the PCI bus to a TPC PowerPC board. In transfer frame acquisition mode,
the PMC-6130-J receives a decoded bit stream from the VM-7001.  Once the frames are received, the
PMC-6130-J performs Frame Synchronization, Time Tagging, Pseudo-derandomization, CRC
checksum, and Reed-Solomon decoding.  Frame data with quality annotation is then transferred over the
PCI bus to the TPC PowerPC board.

The PMC-6130-J is an enhanced version of Avtec’s standard PMC-6130 product.  A block diagram of
the PMC-6130-J is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: PMC-6130-JFrame Sync/Reed-Solomon Decoder Block Diagram

The major components on the PMC-6130-J are the Serial Input Logic FPGA, the Reed-Solomon Error
Correction (RSEC) chip, and the PCI Controller chip.  The Serial Input Logic FPGA contains the frame
synchronizer, time tag logic, derandomizer, CRC decoder, as well as the Reed-Solomon Decoder and
FIFO control logic.

The Reed-Solomon Error Correction (RSEC) chip is a LSI Logic ASIC that was designed by engineers
at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center.  This chip has been used in all of Avtec’s CCSDS VME and
PCI board-level products for several years.  The PCI interface is based on the PLX9080, which is the
same chip that is used in other Avtec board-level products.
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Figure 6: Frame Synchronizer Control Logic State Diagram

The frame synchronizer accepts frame lengths up to 8192 words/frame (at a fixed 8 bit word size) and
supports a frame sync pattern and frame sync mask pattern length up to 64-bits. The frame synchronizer
control logic on the PMC-6130-J uses an adaptive strategy for acquiring frame synchronization that
consists of four states: SEARCH, CHECK, LOCK, and FLYWHEEL (see Figure 6).

The SEARCH/CHECK sync pattern and LOCK/FLYWHEEL sync pattern bit error tolerances are
programmable up to 31 bit errors. CHECK frames and FLYWHEEL frames are programmable from 0 to
31 frames. The frame synchronizer also supports a frame sync bit slip window from 0 to ±3 bit periods
wide. If a bit slip occurs and a valid sync pattern is received within the programmed window, then the
serial input control logic will adjust the bit count to accommodate the bit slip.  The serial input logic
automatically performs polarity correction based on the detected sync pattern polarity.  The serial input
logic supports both forward and reverse sync patterns.

The frame synchronizer provides detailed status to the Telemetry Processor Controller, including:
Frames Sync State (Search, Check, Lock, Flywheel), Clock (Present or Absent), Detected Bit Rate,
Autopolarity (active or inactive), Frames Received, Dropouts, Sync Pattern Errors, and Bit Slips.

In the SEARCH and CHECK states, the frame synchronizer has been modified to pass in-line out-of-
sync telemetry bits to the PCI data FIFO (in most frame synchronizers, bits are thrown away in these
states). The status FIFO is used to collect the count of valid telemetry bits in each in-line out-of-sync



block. The in-line out-of-sync data capture allows for software recovery of frames received before the
LOCK state is achieved.  The frame synchronizer may also be disabled to acquire telemetry bits or soft-
symbol data.   In the LOCK and FLYWHEEL states, the frame synchronizer passes Transfer Frames on
for further processing.

The Serial Input logic provides for selectable Pseudo-randomization decoding with a programmable start
position using the polynomial h(x) = x8 + x7 + x5 + x3 + 1.   The Serial Input Logic also provides
selectable CRC error detection with a programmable start and end of included data (CRC polynomial is
g(x) = x16 + x12 + x5 + 1).  The Serial Input logic then passes Transfer Frames to the Reed-Solomon
decoder, which may also be bypassed.

The Reed-Solomon decoder accepts transfer frames, in parallel, from the Serial Input logic.  It performs
RS (255,223) Reed-Solomon error correction for both conventional and dual-basis codes with interleave
depth from 1 to 8, user-programmable offset for start of coded data, VCDU header error correction
(CCSDS RS (10,6)), and real-time quality annotation generation.  Shortened code blocks are also
supported using “Virtual Fill”.  The Reed-Solomon decoder provides two modes of operation: Correct or
Check.  In the Correct mode, the RS decoder detects errors in the input transfer frame and attempts to
correct them.  In the Check mode, the RS decoder detects errors in the input transfer frame, but does not
attempt to correct them. The Serial Input Logic passes the corrected (and uncorrected) transfer frames to
the PCI data FIFO.

The Reed-Solomon decoder provides per frame quality annotation including: number of corrected
codewords, number of uncorrectable codewords, number of bit errors, and number of errors per
codeword.  The Reed-Solomon decoder also provides cumulative statistics including: count of
correctable frames, count of uncorrectable frames, count of correctable codewords, count of
uncorrectable codewords, count of corrected symbols, and count of corrected bits.  The RTLogic!
provided TPC PowerPC board computes the symbol error rate using these cumulative RS statistics.

The PMC-6130-J performs time tagging with 100-nsec resolution with hardware correction for
propagation delays, data rate dependent decoder delays, and data rate variations due to Doppler shift.
The time tag counter is a settable, 51-bit counter clocked by an external 10 MHz signal provided via the
front panel connector. A 1 PPS signal can be used to synchronize the loading of the time tag counter to
other components. If enabled, the new time value is loaded into the time tag counter on the first rising
edge of the 1 PPS signal.  The time tag counter value is latched on each symbol input clock edge and
written into the Time Tag Delay Buffer. This buffer is a programmable length ring buffer, consisting of
dual port RAM devices.  Upon frame sync detection, the time tag is retrieved from the Time Tag Delay
Buffer at some point behind the current write address to compensate for delays through the VM-7001 or
external decoder processing pipelines.

Status information is appended to the end of each out-of-sync block or frame of data. The status field is
a 12-byte packet containing 37-bit data quality information and a 51-bit time tag.  The data quality
information includes; sync pattern matches, lock and unlock flags, slip flag, slip distance, CRC error
flag, data polarity, polarity change, synchronizer mode, frame forward/reverse, Viterbi Lock Status and
the 16-bit Node sync change count. This time tag method provides 100-nsec resolution with +/- 100 nsec
accuracy.



The RTLogic! provided TPC PowerPC board performs the final processing of the telemetry data.  It
controls the transfer of transfer frames or out-of-sync data from the PMC-6130-J to TPC memory via the
PCI bus. It also gathers the Frame Sync status, count of valid bits, time stamp, and RS quality annotation
for each frame or buffer of out-of-sync data.  The TPC PowerPC builds the Telemetry Block Header
using the per-frame status and the current configuration settings for the TPH.  The Telemetry Blocks
(header and frame or out-of-sync data) are transferred to the Telemetry Processor Formatter under the
control of the Telemetry Processor Controller.

SUMMARY

The VM-7001 Viterbi Decoder/MCD III Interface and PMC-6130-J Frame Synchronizer/Reed-Solomon
Decoder PCI-mezzanine are based on existing Avtec products.  By utilizing existing design blocks,
Avtec was able to meet the demanding requirements for the DSN Telemetry Processor at a fraction of
the cost of a completely custom solution.

Advancements in the PMC-6130-J include the ability to support dual frame lengths, to provide
synchronized and out-of-sync data (to ensure every bit is captured), as well as  high-resolution (100-
nsec) time tagging with hardware correction for propagation delays, data rate dependent decoder delays,
and data rate variations due to Doppler shift.

These new boards are designed and implemented using the latest Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA) technology and off-the-shelf (OTS) components. This is to provide the density and speed to
meet the current requirements, as well as provide the flexibility to accommodate processing
enhancements and future requirements.




